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Hello, beloved Capricorn! 
You’re a magical person—born under a special set of stars.

See those yellow stars? 
They make up your constellation.



Each sign has its own symbol. Find the goat for Capricorn!



As a diligent and 
eager Capricorn, 
you’re a natural 

leader!



You work hard and play hard, too!  
You have a wonderful sense of humor 

that matches your achievements.

Spin the 
wheel to find 

a diploma!

   Ambitious

Hilarious
Successful



Your victorious 
nature matches 
well with your 

tree: the poplar.

You are a dependable and grounded earth sign, 
and your colors are green and brown. 

Saturn, your ruling planet, 
symbolizes responsibility.



Your gemstone 
is garnet.

Spin the wheel to 
find your lucky 

flower: a carnation!

Saturn, your ruling planet, 
symbolizes responsibility.



    Or an enthusiastic 
environmentalist.

A polished poet.

A modern

mathematician.

   You could be a heroic
healthcare worker.

You’ll grow to be so many wonderful 
things! Maybe . . .



   You could be a heroic
healthcare worker.

 Or a fabulous
freelancer!

Spin the wheel  
to find a  
mountain  

peak.

Whichever  
direction you  
head in, you’ll 

proudly make it  
to the top! 
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Welcome to 
the world of

Get to know all about your zodiac  
sign in this interactive board book. 

Spin the wheel for even more fun  
as you learn all about YOU!
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